


We present unique self-assembly kits made of stainless steel.

The Metal Time company was founded in 2021 in the spirit 
of "Creative parts creates surprise" design. 
Love and exploration of everyday life is the source of 
inspiration for Metal-Time.



A B O U T   us

Each of our models includes a distinctive history which will help our 

customers expand their information of the methods that technology is 

evolving on our planet. 

We specialize in thematic constructors for freelance technical power -

for leisure activities and also a nice gift. Therefore, we provide them 

varied topics. 



In the project "Metal Time Workshop" we have brought 

together gifted engineers, artistic mechanics and 

marketers to form a group of the foremost spectacular 

creations of human technical genius.  



Our motivation



The models are designed to develop technical 

thinking and spatial intelligence, as well as to 

derive inspiration and have fun. Love and 

exploration in everyday life is the source of the 

inspiration for Metal Time. 

We will explore the modern together with users. 

The wisdom of family life and serenity - feel the 

joy our “items” can bring and give you an even 

greater experience. 



COLLECTION



We designed and created a collection of models of different themes that alloW us to explore various spheres of 
human activity:
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ships tanks

aircrafts spacecrafts vehicles clocks

architecture

sports

music



Metal Time ® Workshop is a hub of innovation which 
turns plain metal to amazing products that are not 
only of high-quality but also alluring to the eye. 

We design legendary machines, equipment and 
mechanisms which have superior capabilities 
compared to the existing engineering machinery. 



each kit is used on a diy basis. 

each kit is used on a diy basis. 

to assemble the prototypes, neither 

engineering or mechanical skills are 

needed. 

diligence, determination and focus is all 

that is needed. 

our skilled engineers and professionals 

have ensured the best design and 

assembly of the components. 



Screwdrivers, glue or soldering irons aren’t 

required in the assembly process. 

On the other hand, pliers are paramount in 

this process. 



metal time ® CONSTRUCTORS also help people with disabilities, or those suffering the consequences of trauma and 

neurological diseases, as they develop attentiveness, fine motor skills of the hands and focus on a variety of operations. 



Constructors "Metal Time" ® are designed for a wide 
array of users. 

They enable you to easily design an alluring model 
without using complex paraphernalia and to spice up 
the interior of the apartment. 

It also escalates a knowledge of mechanical 
engineering history, develops mindfulness, spatial 
thinking, and teamwork skills. 

Assembling "Metal Time" ® constructors is an 
excellent activity for parents with children, to help 
with perseverance, discipline and the transfer of 
design skills. 



TEAM



denis Zhiblovskiy
cto

alex has opened the ukraine market to 
such brands as xiaomi (mi) and miui. 

tWenty-five years of experience With 
high standards of aesthetics, 
functionality and detail led to the 
creation of the industrial design 
brand, metal time Workshop, in 2021. 

“i have alWays been curious to create 
something unusual and useful. i am inspired by 
inventors and researchers. i am fascinated the 
very process from idea to implementation of 
such a challenging project!” 

alex shyrkoff 
president

With a degree in engineering, found 
interest in the development and 
design of mechanical constructors. 
since 2014, he has been actively 
involved in the creation and 
production of World leading ukraine 
manufactured plyWood construction 
sets.  

“using thin sheets of stainless steel as a 
material and connecting them to mechanisms is 
a combination of incredible creativity With 
modern technology. 
We are creating unique and fun stem products 
for those Who like to learn.” 



TEAM The team includes 30+ engineers and designers.  More than 200 people are involved in our R&D and production.  The Metal Time Workshop 

team members are residents of Ukraine, China, USA, Mexico, Great Britain and Australia. 



Construct DirectorStyle Engineer

enthusiastic about technology. 

designers Withstand the most troublesome 

challenges and are able to embody mechanisms in 

metal. 

because of that, the models in your hands return 

to life and Withstand their distinctive look. 

they are Walking encyclopedias of the history of 

mechanisms and machines and also the latest 

achievements of scientific and technological 

progress. they carry and create projects of the 

latest models for discussion and hold large 

amount of valuable stories, making not possible 

to reject their next project. 

Designers

for these artistic folks, there is no line 
betWeen imagination and reality. 
they create all their ideas to bring them to 
life. 



the metal time Workshop team is in constant search of the latest forms and concepts. 

our mission is to inspire as many of us as attainable With technical poWer and make tools for them to implement the 

foremost daring and various technical concepts. 

our designers have an interest in people With totally different hobbies, of any age - from youngsters to retirees, for 

everybody Who enjoys culture involving fascinating, useful, instructive material for analysis and poWer. 



production



high poWer laser cutting technology is used 

in our production lines. 

a focused laser beam provides a high 

concentration of energy and alloWs you to 

make seamless cut outs of any material. 

main material

all our beautiful models are made 

of 304 stainless steel. 

this grade of steel is the safest 

and most commonly used in the 

food industry. 

high quality laser cut steel unique metal etching

the etching process tends to be 

selective. 

the etching selectivity is based 

on the difference in the rates of 

the chemical reaction in 

different parts of the etched 

surface. 



the etching selectivity is also 

influenced by the anisotropy of the 

properties of single crystals. 

that is, different crystal faces are 

etched at different rates: this 

difference is used for the 

manifestation of defects in the 

crystal lattice of a single crystal, 

While atomic-scale defects provoke 

the appearance of etching pits With a 

characteristic micron-scale shape. 



safety
during production, We adhere to all major safety and 

environmental standards. our customers trust us to 

provide them and their families With high-quality 

products. 

We design and manufacture our products so they’re 

safe for their intended use. protecting the 

environment is a core element of our corporate 

strategy. 

our sustainability strategy extends Well beyond the 

manufacturing of our products and is also applied to 

upstream and doWnstream processes. 

this begins With the purchase of environmentally-

friendly materials and ends With efficient logistics, 

avoiding empty runs and ensuring the optimum use of 

freight capacity. 

systems and processes at our plant are geared 

toWards maximum energy and resource efficiency. 

our presence in different regions not only guarantees 

customer proximity but also ensures efficient 

logistics and saves carbon emissions. 



details

our components ecosystem is high-quality steel plates, axles, 

special spirals, corner beams, food grade silicon material Wheels, 

gears, and electrical mechanisms Where applicable. 

no glue or solder is required to assemble our models; all parts are 

assembled by hand joining and bending, and specially designed 

protrusions through their respective join points. according to 

independent experts, it is an extraordinary kinesthetic pleasure to 

Work With such materials and exquisite parts. 

the flat sheet metal is easy to store, easy to clean, and 3d 

assembly is even more fun With metal time Workshop. 



community



each kit has its oWn serial number. 

by registering it on our Website, you get 

access to additional services of the 

oWner of the "metal time" constructor. 

this makes it possible to receive priority 

support and supply of spare parts, to 

Win in contests and flash mobs. 

all this is the activity of the metal time®
Workshop collectors club, of Which you 

become a member by purchasing the 

metal time constructor and activate 

your code. 



Intellectual property



We highly value ip rights and We use our oWn patented technologies When 

creating and producing our products. 



location



We have tWo production lines - one in ukraine and one 

in china.

after production, the products are distributed to 

four of our Warehouses: ukraine, uk, usa and china. 

this alloWs us to more quickly deliver to anyWhere in 

the World.



awards



really Well built!

i Want thousand 
of them!

it`s aWesome! i 
can`t stoop using it 
and assembling it!

it`s cool, the 
inside of the item 
is so detailed!



good idea, really! i hope my time Went very 
good use With metal time!

this is so beautiful!



metal times models are nominated for 

participation in  if aWard, red dot aWard and 

idea design aWard.



contacts



ukraine china usa uk

9 s. sklyarenko str., 
kyiv, 04073

+38 (067) 4425606 

4802, saige technology park 3 east, 
north hua qiang road, 

futian district, shenZhen 
+86 (188) 79990202 

17201 collins ave., 
sunny isles beach, fl33160

+1 (786) 6672708 

46 leonards road str., 
northampton, nn4 8dp 

+44 (788) 1833938 

@metal-time.com
@hobbadd.com

info@metal-time.com
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